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Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a
guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Head unit pics?? Whats a
good hand held CB? Post Reply. Hope you all don't mind another "seeking recommendations"
thread. I've read through a bunch on here, but technology changes quite a bit, so figured I'd ask
anew. I have an Amazon gift card to burn and was considering a new head unit. I have a with the
factory head unit now. I've added new front speakers and a 10" sub, each powered by their own
amp 2 channel and mono, respectively via a line out converter. Part of my motivation is to get
rid of the slight whine the LC2i seems to pick up. Considering upgrading the rear speakers and
going to a 4 channel amp at a point, but only if the truck starts seeing more rear passengers I
like the sound stage being in front of me. Here's a few things to narrow it down: - It needs
Android Auto. Wired is fine as I have a place to mount my phone and usually keep it plugged in
anyways. I think I would still lean towards physical volume buttons, however. If it has a mute
button, even better. I just want to be able to attenuate the sound quickly. That'd pretty well keep
me from coming out of pocket much, save for adapters and the dash kit. I don't get as much out
of tech or fine tuning sound quality in the vehicle as some do. Check my thread listing for the
NEX out of my 2nd gen. Koolbreeze7 , Jul 24, Koolbreeze7 likes this. I like the volume knob too a lot, but not common with all the features I needed. It allows me to use my Android with
bluetooth, see GPS, make phone calls. I left it on CC and they charged and shipped also install
component 2-day after it arrived. Maybe they are selling gray label products or won't be so easy
on returns, etc. Crutchfield is reliable. Wiring pigtails was a no-brainer, all color matched wiring
but I confirmed in documentation. I think KW might have a higher screen resolution. The
Kenwood Excelon series cost a bit more, but has a two year warranty. All others were one year.
Crutchfield makes it easy to compare models. More expensive models offer a log of features
that I personally don't think" "I need hard to tell until I've used it for a bit. FYI: If you put a front
end into the cart at Crutchfield they will offer install kit options. Those part numbers transfer to
Amazon searches which can be very helpful. I ended up with the Scosche because of reviews.
That looks great and it has the capacitive screen. Crutchfield recommended it when the NEX
was not available. It does not have HD radio which is a priority for me. A few buttons for the
basics - especially volume - make all the sense in the world to me. I use a dab of silicone on
remote control buttons to help me get my bearing. That might work on the edge of mine next to
volume controls. That would be a real bummer because I want to use a flash drive. Connected
wires and had it playing yesterday, finalizing install today. However, the parking brake bypass
may require an extra part. BTW, I was trying to remove the warning signal modulesfrom the
removed dash part and found three sets of instruction. So, pop it out in 15 seconds and ignore
the rest. That will suck if I can't figure out a way to use a flash drive or SSD attached. If not will
just have to use my phone. Mine's hooked up and I played with it a bit. Realized the SWC kit I
ordered just plugs into the back of the head unit. Controls on my steering wheel are working
great. Already in the habit of controlling volume from there. The Scosche is not snapping in
correctly. Will report later. I re-used the existing steel brackets instead of the plastic kit
brackets. Maybe that's why. The color is not silver like my dash, but the gray is close enough to
other colors. That's kewl! Kind of funny I'm so in the dark after running an internet development
business for 20 years. Evidently the Scosche faceplate was meant to attach to the Scosche
mounting brackets. I used the original steel brackets for strength. Temp stuffed some paper
napkin in connector holes and it is holding well so far. THAT is on my task list for today. I can
turn the unit off by holding down a button, but there is a 2 second delay. There is no visible
mute button. Will follow up. I do like the way it handles USB flash drive files. Catalogs and
writes a file to the drive for future reference. Our Subaru system has to catalog the flash drive
every time you connect it! That is just plain stupid. There is a vertical column of tiny icons on
the left side. The middle button hardest to locate without looking can be held in for two seconds
to mute. Not good at all. There is a larger mute touch button that shows up in some screens, but
is not constantly on when music is playing. It is an instant mute. If one had an emergency, the
fastest mute is to click a volume button and then click the large mute button I mentioned. Still
awkward and slow. The idea is to cover miles in 24 hours. I can assure you one becomes a bit
spacey after eight hours on a bike especially at consistent high rates of speed. At am in the
middle of nowhere in TX, about 2 hours south of Dallas, no city lights in view - I mean nowhere I'm travelling at 86mph and an LEO lights up behind me. To stay awake I had music cranked into
my helmet and at that particular moment Purple Haze was blasting. The last thing I wanted that
cop to hear was Purple Haze blasting out of my helmet so I start fumbling for a way to turn it off.
I was so spaced out that I failed, but took my helmet off and hung it on the mirror as the cop
arrived. Not a good thing. The first thing out of his mouth was "I bet you didn't expect to see me
here. It is simple and fast to switch and probably won't matter too much in real life. Time will
tell. Phone calls only require bluetooth, not USB connect. Like you said, it is leaps and bounds

beyond stock. Show Ignored Content. Username or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Last week I
finally upgraded my G6's stock stereo and wanted to just leave some notes of my experience.
Upgrading it every couple years for the ever changing physical sizes of my devices over time.
FM transmitters were really the only option in this G6, since there is no aux port or cassette
player to connect my devices. So I finally decided I would install an aftermarket stereo so that I
can plug in my iPhone. I have been hesitant to do this because I've heard of the poor quality of
the Metra kit yes, I know I could just not use the Metra kit but I wanted to keep the DIC , plus the
extra cost to get all the parts and get it installed somewhere. After pricing everything out and
looking at the install instructions, I decided it looked easy enough to do myself. Used 4 screws
to attach the side brackets that came with the Metra kit, to the stereo. So I chatted with
Crutchfield support and they included them for free free shipping as well! Notes: I was deciding
how I wanted to connect the Metra and stereo wires soldering, butt joints, etc and opted for the
easy Posi-Products from Crutchfield. They worked so great! It is a good, strong connection and
I'm confident they will stay connected for years. I thought all of the screws being removed for
this install were the exact same, but apparently that isn't the case. They are indeed all 7mm,
however the length on about 7 of them are slightly longer and I think the thread was a little
different. During the removal, I just placed all of them in my cupholder and then when I was
putting everything back together I noticed that some screws weren't going in as nicely. I was
able to get everything back together fine though. Could have just been me, but something to
keep in mind. The Crutchfield instructions do not mention this. I ended up just pushing it up out
of the way and was able to still get the new stereo installed. When I got everything hooked up,
the Metra dash displayed the time and temp just fine and I could set the settings for button
color, time, etc. But I couldn't access any of the car info like tripometer, oil life, etc. I realized
that my ignition was in ACC. The Metra kit cannot get info from the car's computer in accessory
mode. It needs to be in the ON position. I honestly cannot remember if this was the case with
the stock radio, but regardless make sure you don't make this mistake thinking the Metra kit is
bad! The Metra matches the interior very nicely. It looks like it belongs in the car. The Metra
buttons are rubbery and you have to push them several times or at least a certain way for it to
update the display. I don't really use any of the DIC info features, so I'm rarely having to push
them anyway. The Metra screen is not too bright at night like I've read from other users. Even
when the brightness is up all the way, it doesn't bother me that much. The Metra screen has
adjustments for contrast I cranked this all the way up and brightness I cranked it all the way
down, however I barely noticed a difference when setting this. Since the Metra's screen is lower
on the console and is also inset a little, the angle of view from the drivers seat cuts off the very
top of the displays screen. I'm 6 foot, so may not be a problem for others. I can still read it fine,
but just something I noticed. So far I'm pretty happy with the Metra kit and my new stereo. Not
crazy about the Monsoon system at all - I despise how they wired the rear speakers, which has
started all of my issues All rights reserved. Very interesting. Now, can you tell us again in
English? Just kidding. I know just enough to follow along. I wouldn't try to do it myself, but it
was interesting. Sure, I can do that I'm putting a new radio in my car. Along the way I found out I
was missing some parts, and some of the others were wrong. I got new parts and put the radio
in, and it works. See, I understand that. I hung am 8-track with a 4 speaker system in my '65
Buick just before I went to SEA and my brother really enjoyed my car while I was gone. I had an
8 track in my Charger, but only had two speakers mounted in the rar package shelf. Why they
ever called it a "PACKAGE Shelf" is beyond me, because anything put back there becomes a
real head knocker the first time you slam on the brakes They were called a package shelfs
because when they were first put in cars, the breaks didn't slam, they just sort of went "huh, did
you want to slow down? Well okay. First time I clamped on the binders about sent me through
the windshield That's quite an undertaking. I diddle around with a few things in my Jeep, like the
navigator system, but nothing so complicated as what you are doing! Well, the only "hard" thing
about it was soldering the wires together, and putting the heat shrink tubing on them. Keep it
civil, please Only this time it's not something being repaired, but something being assembled. A
few months after I bought my Jeep in the fall of , I decided I wanted a navigation unit for it. I
opted for an OEM navigation unit from an eBay seller who came highly recommended on
several Jeep forums. I bought the radio at a great price, and then got the replacement plastic
bezel for it , and installed it in less than 45 minutes! Posted by drjim at PM. Labels: cars , GPS ,
Jeep , navigation , radio. DoninSacto1 January 26, at PM. DoninSacto1 January 27, at PM.
DoninSacto1 January 28, at PM. Harry Flashman January 27, at AM. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome
to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a
FREE account. Adding tweeters to new audio system--experts chime in! Post Reply. Anyone

install this Alpine HU. I have started doing some research on switch controllers that work thru
the HU. Would solve two problems, Stock HU and not having switches all over the place. Would
rather a Kenwood or Pioneer HU but can't find anything on those brands having controllers.
SMK Shoe , Jan 28, I have the Kenwood and use the maestro controller Stulloh , Jan 28, Alpine
is the only 1 that can do that at this time. You think other companies would jump on the band
wagon for this. Maybe people like having switched all over the place. I'm with you on this.
Simple and right there in 1 place. Berdine , Jan 28, I Saw a jeep once at a show had an alpine
restyle headunit and the controller for lights and such. Head unit and control box. May give
them a call later and talk with a tech to make sure it will do everything I want. Sunnier , Watt
maker and Berdine like this. Be cool to get everything from them. Their customer service is
really good. Have rocked Alpine gear all my life!!! I am a Big Fan of Alpine. Darth Tundra , Jan
28, Bring out the I'll be checking back to see what you find out and, if you do it, what you run
from the Alpine HU. Please keep us posted! Sunnier , Jan 29, Berdine likes this. Well, this looks
like it will work. Gonna stop by a install shop and talk to a SME to ensure what I'm thinking and
being told is correct. May also price labor to install to save me the headache of it. Will post
findings later. SMK Shoe , Feb 2, Watt maker likes this. Can't wait to hear! Berdine , Feb 2,
Going to see if I need any adapters to fit in the location. I have sourced all the harness's needed,
but sure I will need some mounts. Not really sure how much factory settings thru the radio I will
loose. I figure the USB port but not sure what else. Well, Just pulled the trigger. Gonna hurt the
wallet a bit. I think I am really gonna love this radio unit. Ziggy Happy Friday Paul. Welcome to
Crutchfield Online Chat. I'm Ziggy how can I help you today? Work together? Be able to retain
all my steering wheel controls? Control up to 8 different 12V switches either switches or relays
for lights and such? What I have read is that it will work, just want to ask the experts if there is
any known problems or issues before I buy. Replaced the factory Amp pioneer 5 channel, 2K
watts, Digital , door speakers, added 2, 10 Subs. Was going to wait for the Headunit but once I
heard that with this controller, I can control switches or relays from the touch screen. I gotta do
it. That way I don't have all kinds of switches stuck in the cab, and a much better Headunit.
Ziggy You got it man Ziggy other than that you will be good. Noodle and Watt maker like this.
Cool, good luck! Be watching to see how it goes. I just did a android headunit in mine. I used
the metra wiring harness and a harness from autoharness. Everthing works great! Soo much
louder than the stock unit. Be nice if I could get adapters to work with the android. ESP storage
rear seats. I am about to do the same one. SiberianTundra , Dec 12, Major , Berdine and Cement
like this. Show Ignored Content. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. JL Audio C Quick Charge
3. Rockford Fosgate RX3 Prime 6. Dasaita Android Radio Replacement Head Unit. Username or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You
are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account.
Post Reply. Hope you all don't mind another "seeking recommendations" thread. I've read
through a bunch on here, but technology changes quite a bit, so figured I'd ask anew. I have an
Amazon gift card to burn and was considering a new head unit. I have a with the factory head
unit now. I've added new front speakers and a 10" sub, each powered by their own amp 2
channel and mono, respectively via a line out converter. Part of my motivation is to get rid of the
slight whine the LC2i seems to pick up. Considering upgrading the rear speakers and going to a
4 channel amp at a point, but only if the truck starts seeing more rear passengers I like the
sound stage being in front of me. Here's a few things to narrow it down: - It needs Android Auto.
Wired is fine as I have a place to mount my phone and usually keep it plugged in anyways. I
think I would still lean towards physical volume buttons, however. If it has a mute button, even
better. I just want to be able to attenuate the sound quickly. That'd pretty well keep me from
coming out of pocket much, save for adapters and the dash kit. I don't get as much out of tech
or fine tuning sound quality in the vehicle as some do. Check my thread listing for the NEX out
of my 2nd gen. Koolbreeze7 , Jul 24, Koolbreeze7 likes this. I like the volume knob too - a lot,
but not common with all the features I needed. It allows me to use my Android with bluetooth,
see GPS, make phone calls. I left it on CC and they charged and shipped also install component
2-day after it arrived. Maybe they are selling gray label products or won't be so easy on returns,
etc. Crutchfield is reliable. Wiring pigtails was a no-brainer, all color matched wiring but I
confirmed in documentation. I think KW might have a higher screen resolution. The Kenwood
Excelon series cost a bit more, but has a two year warranty. All others were one year.
Crutchfield makes it easy to compare models. More expensive models offer a log of features
that I personally don't think" "I need hard to tell until I've used it for a bit. FYI: If you put a front
end into the cart at Crutchfield they will offer install kit options. Those part numbers transfer to
Amazon searches which can be very helpful. I ended up with the Scosche because of reviews.
That looks great and it has the capacitive screen. Crutchfield recommended it when the NEX

was not available. It does not have HD radio which is a priority for me. A few buttons for the
basics - especially volume - make all the sense in the world to me. I use a dab of silicone on
remote control buttons to help me get my bearing. That might work on the edge of mine next to
volume controls. That would be a real bummer because I want to use a flash drive. Connected
wires and had it playing yesterday, finalizing install today. However, the parking brake bypass
may require an extra part. BTW, I was trying to remove the warning signal modulesfrom the
removed dash part and found three sets of instruction. So, pop it out in 15 seconds and ignore
the rest. That will suck if I can't figure out a way to use a flash drive or SSD attached. If not will
just have to use my phone. Mine's hooked up and I played with it a bit. Realized the SWC kit I
ordered just plugs into the back of the head unit. Controls on my steering wheel are working
great. Already in the habit of controlling volume from there. The Scosche is not snapping in
correctly. Will report later. I re-used the existing steel brackets instead of the plastic kit
brackets. Maybe that's why. The color is not silver like my dash, but the gray is close enough to
other colors. That's kewl! Kind of funny I'm so in the dark after running an internet development
business for 20 years. Evidently the Scosche faceplate was meant to attach to the Scosche
mounting brackets. I used the original steel brackets for strength. Temp stuffed some paper
napkin in connector holes and it is holding well so far. THAT is on my task list for today. I can
turn the unit off by holding down a button, but there is a 2 second delay. There is no visible
mute button. Will follow up. I do like the way it handles USB flash drive files. Catalogs and
writes a file to the drive for future reference. Our Subaru system has to catalog the flash drive
every time you connect it! That is just plain stupid. There is a vertical column of tiny icons on
the left side. The middle button hardest to locate without looking can be held in for two seconds
to mute. Not good at all. There is a larger mute touch button that shows up in some screens, but
is not constantly on when music is playing. It is an instant mute. If one had an emergency, the
fastest mute is to click a volume button and then click the large mute button I mentioned. Still
awkward and slow. The idea is to cover miles in 24 hours. I can assure you one becomes a bit
spacey after eight hours on a bike especially at consistent high rates of speed. At am in the
middle of nowhere in TX, about 2 hours south of Dallas, no city lights in view - I mean nowhere I'm travelling at 86mph and an LEO lights up behind me. To stay awake I had music cranked into
my helmet and at that particular moment Purple Haze was blasting. The last thing I wanted that
cop to hear was Purple Haze blasting out of my helmet so I start fumbling for a way to turn it off.
I was so spaced out that I failed, but took my helmet off and hung it on the mirror as the cop
arrived. Not a good thing. The first thing out of his mouth was "I bet you didn't expect to see me
here. It is simple and fast to switch and probably won't matter too much in real life. Time will
tell. Phone calls only require bluetooth, not USB connect. Like you said, it is leaps and bounds
beyond stock. Show Ignored Content. Username or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Remember
Me? Site Navigation. For at least 13 years, I've been a Jeep guy. My first car was an '84 CJ-7 that
wouldn't pass emissions. My second car an '83 CJ-7 that caught on fire while I was pumping
gas! My third car was a brand new '05 Wrangler. I thought with the difference between the sale
of the Jeep and whatever I replaced it with, I could put some toward a lift and other mods, and
then save the rest. Now, I didn't just want something cheap and old. I wanted something unique
- something with a rare feature that maybe the casual observer seller wouldn't realize. I found
one in good condition, but I let it get away. I finally found a '99 4Runner with the locking rear
differential just 6 miles from my house at a dealership. I went to see it on Saturday and it was
still being detailed. The Punchlist Here are the issues I found with the 4Runner. None of them
are dealbreakers Build Thread. I was going to work on that. What do you recommend for posting
images? Photobucket, Imgur, Flickr, or something else? PNW yota. I'm a similar jeep converter
as well with my first Toyota purchase being a 3rd gen 4runner last Oct. Prior to that all I've ever
had has been Jeeps. While I still miss my 5. Looking forward to seeing pics! Hella FF. Full
weathertechs. That is one clean looking rig for K! With that many miles, I would start with all the
regular maintenance items to make sure throwing all that money into it, it will last you a good
long while. PNW yota In my search, I found and test-drove a '98 5. It was in great condition with
only about 90k miles. I just couldn't accept 12 mpg as a DD or a roadtripper. I sold my Wrangler
on Thursday and on Friday, I received my tax refund. I'm registered for the Lone Star Jamboree
in May so hopefully I'll have a lot of fun stuff going on in the next couple of months. Last night I
bought all of the stuff to install a CB. That should all be in by next weekend. In the next couple
of weeks, I will hopefully be purchasing stuff to replace the stock radio, sliders, and who knows
what else. If you have any recommendations, feel free to let me know. If so, which radiator
would you recommend? I either want the Sonoran Steel 1. And which of those lifts would you
recommend? Would that require a tire carrier rear bumper? Member's Picture Albums. I'm
finally beginning to get a lot of the stuff I ordered last week. The first item is the ProClip mount

for my phone. I have a Nexus 4 with a Rinke Fusion case. I ended up going with the "medium
adjustable" mount and it seems to work well. Ideally it will continue to work with whatever
phone I use int he future. It was a bit tricky putting it all together. There were times when I
needed a 4th hand. Now that it's all installed, it seems to work pretty well. I haven't taken it
offroad or anything, but hopefully it will hold up. If you would like additional pictures, just let me
know. This should at least give you a good idea of what it looks like. I also bought some Husky
floor mats. I was missing the driver's side mat and there were holes in the carpet. I went with
Husky because they match the contours of the car just like WeatherTech , they seem durable,
and they're a bit cheaper than WeatherTech. I also like the diamond plate look - it's a bit more
aggressive than strategically placed swirly lines. The rear seat mats also cover the hump. They
also come with a lifetime non-transferrable warranty in case they ever tear or wear out. This is
my first day to have them installed so I can't testify to their ability to hold up to water, dirt, mud,
sand, grease, etc. The fit and color looks good, and the rubber feels pretty sturdy. These
pictures should give you a good idea of how they look installed. In the process, the wires for the
driver's door speaker got disconnected. I also didn't have very good antenna reception because
the antenna was broken. So I decided to go ahead and do the Tacoma Whip replacement and
while I was back there, I would fix the speaker wire connection and add the two-antenna
merging stuff. Now, several weeks later, I finally have some time to make the write-up for
everything. There are several snaps that can easily be pryed up Some bundled wires run from
the front to the back, so I just ran the coax alongside. I started by routing the coax out of the tail
light wiring opening just under the rubber and left just enough to connect to the antenna mount.
I ran the rest forward and had just enough to reach the back of the CB to have enough slack to
play with. The pictures of the mount are pretty self-explanatory. I have a pretty short garage,
and also with the rear door, I tried to angle it out and back. Part of the problem with this mount
is that the adjusting screws use allen head screws that face the tail light and there isn't enough
room to fit an allen-headed driver back there, so you have to tighten it up before you screw the
bracket into the jamb. To mount the CB, I pulled off the dash cover start by the emergency brake
in the console and work your way forward. To get the leather around the Multi-mode Transfer
Case handle, you just press down and out and eventually it will POP and free the rest of the
plastic. After removing all of the wiring connected to the dash cover, I pulled it all out and
removed the ash tray. You then have to cut part of the backside in order for the back of the CB
to fit. In hindsight, I did a poor job. What you really want to do is just cut straight across where
the opening already exists A Dremel would be a great tool to use here, but I don't have one, so I
just used some bolt cutters. I then connected the provided mounting bracket to the CB and zip
tied it to the top part of ash tray mounting location. To wire it up, I connected a spade-style
connector to the black wire and stuck it under the grounding bolt that's back behind the fuse
box and several other connector boxes. For the red wire, I just wedged it in with the ACC fuse in
the cabin fuse box. I know, right?!!? The Posi-Products are sort of like wire nuts, but a little
more secure, and maybe smaller. I went that route because I didn't own a heat gun and thought
the soldering and all that mess would be more hassle. The connectors would be better if they
were in-line, but that's OK. After removing the plastic dash pieces see above , we removed the 4
screws holding the radio in place. We also removed the small amp that's mounted with a couple
of screws. Next, remove the mounting bracket from the radio unit, then attach to the new radio
and pocket. The original radio has two antenna inputs, but most new radios only have one, so
you have to use the antenna adapters to utilize both, otherwise, you will only be able to use the
front antenna the rear window antenna has a smaller plug. Then to install the new radio, just
reverse the process. Before: After:. I'm not sure of a good way of removing the retainer clips.
You will also need to remove the front piece of the running board. If you can fit a hand back
there, you can squeeze the corners with some pliers and push them out, but even that is
difficult. You might be able to just drill through them and buy some replacements from the
dealership. Disconnect the wire. The leader wire from the motor is mounted in the well with a
retainer clip thing. You can just pull, or try to find the backside of it in the engine compartment
and squeeze it with some pliers again, not easy. Once that's free, you have to pull the antenna
cable out of the cabin area. There are 4 spots where the cable snaps in behind the dash. To
access those spots, a significant portion of the glove box must be removed. You will also need
to remove some of the interior molding around the door to get to the spot where the cable
comes into the cabin. Once everything is accessible, you can just pull the cable out. To replace,
just do the opposite. The antenna mast just screws on with the provided tool. It's pretty simple.
Just plan on scraping your hands and arms up. After it's all said and done. Looks good! What's
next,
2000 nissan pathfinder fuel pump
garage door opener fuse
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the sliders? I'm still waiting on Cody to fab mine Originally Posted by hrt4me. BB code is On.
Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or
service names references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User
Tag List. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. View Public Profile. Hepar Elite Member. Find
More Posts by Hepar. PNW yota Member. Find More Posts by kernel. Quote: With that many
miles, I would start with all the regular maintenance items to make sure throwing all that money
into it, it will last you a good long while. Find More Posts by audiness. Find More Posts by
hrt4me. Quote: Originally Posted by hrt4me Looks good! Posting Rules. Similar Threads. The
Silver Pig. Silver 3rd gen on JI. Why does it seem like so many have silver? User Name:
Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor.

